
The efficient calibration of electronically controlled vehicle 
functions requires a comprehensive understanding of the logi-
cal structure and mutual dependencies of the functions. This 
in turn is dependent on having ECU software documentation 
that is easy to understand and to handle. In the case of complex 
projects, conventional PDF-based software documentation falls 
short.
EHANDBOOK is an easier, smarter, and faster approach to han-
dling the extensive documentation that arises during calibration. 
ETAS’ award-winning EHANDBOOK solution provides new tools 
for the documentation of ECU software, which are able to display 
the logic of the functions interactively and graphically at differ-
ent levels of abstraction. 

The ETAS EHANDBOOK solution consists of three components 
(Figure 1):

EHANDBOOK Container Build for the automatic generation of 
interactive graphical models and the compilation of documen-
tation,
EHANDBOOK Container, which holds the documentation, and 
the EHANDBOOK-NAVIGATOR tool for end users.

EHANDBOOK
Interactive ECU Software Documentation

At a glance

Documentation of comprehensive software functions for  
ECU calibration  
Fast searching and precise, targeted navigation 
Integration of software documentation from different sources  
Interactive, graphical models also for C code
Transparent display of dependencies of ECU functions 
Automatic generation of software documentation
Integration into customer-specific software development 
environment 
Intelligent preparation and linking of input data
Know-how protection 
Seamless interplay with ETAS INCA

 



EHANDBOOK-NAVIGATOR 

EHANDBOOK NAVIGATOR offers many useful functions for navi-
gating through and searching documentation that maybe stored 
in one or several containers. The tool presents the relevant in-
formation in user-friendly, graphical form. It clearly structures all 
container contents using a navigation tree. Thanks to the nav-
igation history feature, users can move flexibly back and forth 
between the start and end point.

Efficient calibration

The interface between EHANDBOOK-NAVIGATOR and INCA is 
especially interesting for calibration engineers. Measurement 
and characteristic variables can be selected in the documenta-
tion and inserted into the INCA experiment from there (Figure 2).
Specific pieces of information of particular interest to calibration 
engineers – such as measurement and characteristic variables 
and system constants – are explicitly tagged in the documenta-
tion and separately highlighted in the search results.
In addition, INCA measurements can be started and stopped in 
the documentation tool, and measurement and characteristic 
variable values from the INCA experiment can be displayed live 
in the relevant places of the interactive documentation mod-
els. Thanks to the seamless interplay with INCA, errors can be 
efficiently identified even when function structures are highly 
branched.

Parallel navigation at different model levels

EHANDBOOK-NAVIGATOR enables users to quickly comprehend 
functional dependencies and how the control logic works. The 
dependencies are calculated automatically and highlighted in the 
model display (Figure 3). This allows users to efficiently accom-
plish even very extensive calibration tasks.
A particularly helpful feature is the interactive, graphical display 
of ETAS ASCET and MATLAB®/Simulink® models, which allows 
users to navigate across different model levels. For this purpose, 
the layout of the graphical display of the models is automatical-
ly adjusted. To make visible dependencies that exist across the 
boundaries of ASCET hierarchies and classes or of Simulink® sys-
tems and subsystems, additional links are mapped. In this view 
– “function wallpaper” – users can navigate seamlessly and gain 
a rapid overview of the dependencies of distributed functions 
(Figure 4). 

EHANDBOOK Container 

EHANDBOOK Containers support the structured management 
of ECU documentation. They contain the various components of 
documentation in the form of tables, descriptive texts, interac-
tive models, and the search index in compressed form. The search 
index allows users to make rapid, targeted searches for specific 
details of the description of software functions.

EHANDBOOK Container Build – tool and service 

EHANDBOOK Container Build enables software developers to re-
liably and automatically generate the entire documentation for 
ECU software “at the push of a button.” In order to make it easier 
for customers to change over to EHANDBOOK, ETAS offers inte-
gration of the Container Build into a specific software develop-
ment environment as an engineering service.

Integration of documentation from different sources

EHANDBOOK-NAVIGATOR can integrate EHANDBOOK Contain-
ers from different sources, giving users a general, joined-up view 
of the whole system (Figure 5).

“Product of the Year” award

Readers of the trade magazines Elektronik and Elektronik auto-
motive have voted the ETAS EHANDBOOK interactive documen-
tation tool into an outstanding third place in their “Product of the 
Year 2016” awards. In second place came Bosch’s solid-state cell 
for lithium-ion batteries, and the first place was taken by Audi’s 
Matrix laser headlights.
 



Figure 1:
The components of the EHANDBOOK solution.

Figure 2:
Through the interplay of EHANDBOOK-NAVIGATOR (left) and ETAS INCA (right), measurement and 
characteristic variables can be quickly selected and errors efficiently detected during calibration.



Figure 3:
The cross-functional display of signal flows combined with a live visualization of data 
in INCA illustrates the functional relationships throughout the entire ECU software.



Intelligent data preparation

The Container Build amalgamates the various information rele-
vant for documenting ECU software. The information is intelli-
gently cross-linked, supplemented, and indexed. This involves 
collecting lots of additional information from a variety of differ-
ent sources, which is stored as metadata in a central database. 
This information makes it possible to display the connections 
between objects and to display detailed information about indi-
vidual elements directly in the text or in the model.

Interactive, graphical models also for C code

To be able to relate data to each other that is saved in individual 
development steps in different formats, the Build tool contains 
various converters. In this way, it is possible to process image and 
text contents in RTF format and descriptions of model interfaces 
in XLS format in addition to the ASAM formats FSX, MDX, and 
CCX, which were developed for the exchange of ECU documenta-
tion in XML format. In particular, the Build tool converts function 
models from ASCET and MATLAB®/Simulink® as well as C code 
into graphical, interactive models.

Figure 4:
With the aid of interactive models, users can create “function wallpapers” that display the details of various model levels in a clear 
overview. Connecting lines between model levels and the highlighting of dependencies make it easier to understand the information.



www.etas.com

For a complete overview of ETAS EHANDBOOK see www.etas.com/EHANDBOOK.

For more information, please contact your local ETAS representative.

Figure 5:
Provision, delivery, and use of complementary parts of the ECU software documentation by the OEM and Tier-1 (multi-container support). Using the INCA 
interface, the calibration engineer can access measurement and characteristic variables from the experiment in the documentation and vice-versa.

Know-how protection included

To protect copyrights, implementation-specific information is 
removed from the source data during conversions. This makes 
EHANDBOOK particularly well suited to the documentation of 
software that is developed by auto manufacturers and suppliers 
in joint projects. This form of cooperation requires the protection 
of software sources as companies’ intellectual property.
EHANDBOOK Container does not contain any native models from 
software and function development tools, only graphical repre-
sentations of these models, which are neither suitable for code 
generation nor can be processed with software development 
tools. For this reason, no licenses, e.g., for ASCET or MATLAB®/
Simulink® are required to use EHANDBOOK documentation.
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